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Abstract— Recent advances in mechanics and materials,
integrated circuits can be developed that have the same
electrical properties as conventional, rigid wafer-based
technologies but are capable of stretching, compressing,
bending, twisting, and deforming to fit any shape. Elastic
electronics, or stretchable electronics, are an emerging class of
electronic devices that consist of circuits or devices built on
stretchable substrates. A wide range of applications can be
envisioned, including flesh-like biodevices as well as stretchable,
completely conformable, skin sensors for robotic devices. With
stretchable electronics, it can be challenging to keep
functionality when subjected to external strains. This paper
reviews the materials and mechanism of stretchable electronics
A wavy design allows one-dimensional stretchability, while the
island-bridge design allows flexibility in all directions. A
structural design inspired by fractals is an effective way to
achieve greater stretchability and large-area properties.
Keywords— Stretchable Electronics, Nanowires, Dielectrics,
PDMS, Transistors, Display, Flexible Substrates, Healthcare,
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INTRODUCTION
In the past 70 years, the miniaturization of electronics on
traditional electronic materials has enabled modern-day
conveniences, safety, and efficiency in our daily lives.
However, we are constantly searching for alternative
materials and process technologies to lower manufacturing
costs while enhancing the capabilities of electronic devices.
Having the ability to compress and twist its components,
stretchable electronics is a relatively new technology that
achieves a great variety of applications. Otherwise, these
applications are impossible to address using conventional
wafer-based technologies or even those that allow simple
bendability. With this physical transition from rigid electronic
components to a mechanically compliant, flexible, and
stretchable system will discard architectural incompatibilities,
enhance existing applications, and enable new ones that aren't
possible today. Recent trends in the electronics industry have
driven the interest in and development of stretchable
electronics due to the growing demand for wearable,
intelligent, and integrated systems. This paper summarizes
key elements of this emerging area of electronics (1-3).
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I.
MATERIALS IN STRETCHABLE ELECTRONICS
Organic conductive materials have been studied since
1962. In 2000, the Nobel Prize in Chemistry was awarded for
the discovery of a large set of polymeric conductive materials
that lead to further progress in the field of low-cost large-area
thin-film transistors and organic LEDs (4-6). So far, molecular
and organic electronics are considered the primary ingredients
for flexible electronics, but two key aspects are still
unresolved: low electrical conductivity and thermal instability
(7-9). In the 1990s, the discovery of fullerenes was followed
by advances in carbon nanotubes and a wide variety of
nanowires that inspired research into materials for flexible
electronics (10-12). As a result of their superior properties
(compared to organic materials) and natural compliance, these
materials have been used for a variety of flexible devices (1315). Scientists have been focusing on two-dimensional
materials for the past ten years, which show promise for large
area coverage and pristine atomic crystal structure with
superior charge transport (11-16).
In particular, these
materials have been investigated for energy storage,
transparent conductive thin films, and sensor technology. Yet,
non-uniform growth, the lack of an interfacial layer to
improve conduction, as well as the formation of dielectric and
conductive interfaces, remain major challenges (22).
The development of new two-dimensional atomically thin
materials continues every day despite the reduction in
momentum. Since the beginning of flexible electronics,
classical crystalline materials have been ignored because of
their rigidity, brittleness, and already dominant presence. Yet
advances in thin films have opened up a new way to work
with nearly identical material properties (those of traditional
materials) for flexible electronics. Despite this, flexible single
crystal silicon, gallium nitride, and III-V electronics have
surged from the late 1990s until the early 2000s (22). These
devices can be manufactured using existing complementary
metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) technology, which
makes them very appealing. They are fast, scalable, and
reliable, too. There has also been research exploring the use of
paper as a possible host substrate for ultra-low-cost flexible
electronics (17-19). Nevertheless, their reliability has been
questioned frequently. The recent demonstrations of
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recyclable papers as active electronic materials and their
biocompatibility have brought them back as an alternative
material for flexible electronics (20-21).
The use of new materials opens up new possibilities for
stretchable electronics. Typically, electrical interconnections
between rigid or bendable active devices are established with
elastic conductors. Conductive rubbers made from elastomers
with carbon black have been known for decades, but their
resistances and strain sensitivity make them unusable. A
recently developed approach uses long, single-walled carbon
nanotubes (SWNTs) as conductive dopants in a rubber matrix
(8-9). Typically, SWNTs are ground in an ionic liquid, then
mixed with fluorinated copolymers to yield a black, paste-like
material called bucky gel. Individual SWNTs form tangled
mats in these gels, which can reconfigure under applied strain
so that highly conductive pathways can be maintained. PDMS
sheets can be printed with this material to produce elastic
conductors with a stretchability of up to 100 percent. Fig -1
shows a sample of this type with a micrograph of the SWNTs
associated with it. Alternative, related approaches use SWNTs
on thin films made by solution casting or other methods (2325).

and lead zirconate titanate) and metals are generally made into
wavy shapes using MBM to achieve stretchability [30-32].
The wave structures developed in recent years have been
extended from traditional MBM films to arched ones. A
highly stretchable LIB with an arched structure, for instance,
could accommodate large strains but it only had an area
capacity of 0.11 mAh cm -2. It was found that the arched
electrode could bear a 400% strain and maintain stable
electrochemical properties after 500 cycles, and the stretchable
LIBs could handle a 400% strain as well. The stretchability is
nearly three times that of the previous wavy methods [33].
The wavy shape is a simple method to fabricate fully
stretchable LIBs at the device level, after all the components
(cathode, anode, separator, current collector). and packaging is
stretched equally for the first time. This stretchable LIB
demonstrated stretchability of 50% with an areal capacity of
3.6mA h cm-2 [34]. The concept of wavy structural stretching
can be applied to new flexible devices, providing promising
new directions for research in the future.

Fig. 2. Schematic illustration of the Composite thin films on a substrate,
forming wavy structures with different wavelengths and amplitudes

Fig. 1. Stretchable rubber printed with conductive lines of SWNT gel (left)
and SWNTs network (right)[26]

II.

MANUFACTURING METHODS AND
MECHANISM
In most cases, stretchable systems are formed by
engineering flexible shapes and elastic substrates with
intrinsic stretchability [27]. These components can be used for
a wide variety of applications that require flexibility and
longevity. In order to create stretchable systems, various
methods have been used. One of these is the use of
intrinsically stretchable materials. These include various
synthetic rubbers, such as natural rubber, styrene-butadiene
rubber, etc. [28]. Due to the nature of this method, it is usually
not feasible to make stretchable electronic devices. Other
methods such as wavy, island-interconnect and meshing,
fractal design, and origami structures were suggested to make
the system stretchable [27].
A. Wavy structural configuration
To create the wave structure on an elastomeric substrate,
the mechanical buckling method (MBM) is used. The thickthin film layer can then be stretched and made flexible by the
wave structure (Fig -2). With respect to deformation ability
and electronic properties of final devices, wavelength (λ) and
peak amplitude (A) are crucial [29]. When large strains are
used, the λ and A of a compliant substrate become nonlinear.
Therefore, geometrical deformation and a nonlinear
constitutive model should be considered. To enhance
stretchability, semiconductor materials (such as Si, GaAs, InP,
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B. Island-interconnect configuration and mesh structure
An effective method for the manufacturing of stretchable
electronics is to develop islands of stiff materials on polymer
substrates. These stretchable interconnects can be prepared by
utilizing highly malleable electronic materials like lowtemperature liquid metals, or by designing the
interconnections to attenuate local strains through out-of-plane
deformations.
The fracture strength of inorganic semiconductors
limits the stretchability of devices based on wavy inorganic
nanoribbons and membranes. To overcome this limitation,
Kim et al. [35] developed a strategy in which an entire
ultrathin circuit system (Fig -3) is fabricated first and then
integrated onto a prestrained elastomer to form a wavy
interconnected device array.
A thin, flat substrate can be bent into a cylindrical
shape having a small radius. When this thin sheet is bent
down, the top surface is under tensile force, and the bottom
surface is under compressive force. But there is no strain
induced on the middle surface so we assume it as a neutral
surface. To reduce strains, we can place hard materials on this
neutral surface. Hard materials can be placed on the neutral
surface by laminating the substrate with another layer of
material, to attenuate strains on hard materials
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Fig. 3. Optical image of CMOS inverters with coplanar mesh design. [36].

1) Island-Interconnect Circuit Mesh on Flat Elastomers:
This type of circuit consists of isolated device islands that are
linked by metal interconnects. Using photolithographic
patterns and etching the island interconnect mesh design is
obtained on a wafer-like pattern. The design is then deposited
on Polydimethylsiloxane also called PDMS slab which allows
depositing a thin layer of Cr/SiO2 on inorganic islands.

Fig. 4. The fabrication process of wavy structure [37].

2) Island–Interconnect Circuit Mesh on Curvilinear
Elastomers:
The processes are shown in Fig -5 show how to wrap
electronic components onto flexible substrates with complex
curvilinear shapes. These components can be assembled using
an island-interconnect circuit mesh layout or an elastomeric
transfer element. A flat drumhead membrane is formed by
radially stretching a transfer element from its rim. The tension
between the points in the PDMS varies with position. The
tension is then relieved to make the membrane and the circuit
on it resemble the shape of the substrate. The mesh interfaces
are then modified to accommodate the forces required to make
the system work seamlessly.

Fig. 5. Representation of island–interconnect circuit meshed on curvilinear
elastomers

C. Fractal design of stretchable interconnects
For stretchable electronic applications, a structural design
inspired by fractals is an effective way to achieve greater
stretchability and large-area properties. Due to this highly
complex and diverse microstructure inherent in high-order
fractal patterns, this structure often undergoes intricate
nonlinear deformations in response to external stress [38,39].
By using simplex cuts in a hierarchy with different motifs,
fractal designs can transform inextensible sheets into highly
tensile and super-conformable materials with various
conceivable shapes and patterns, as seen in Fig -6 [40].
Hierarchical cuts and motifs resulting from a simple
transformation would have the effect of changing macroscopic
shapes and resulting stretching performances [41]. Thus, the
fractal design has the distinct purpose of cutting a flexible
substrate into rotating units defined by the cutting patterns and
motifs of the unit. Stretchable devices can be manufactured
with rigid thin films combined with fractal motifs, enabling
unusual mechanics that have a wide range of implications.
There are a number of fractal designs that are typically used
for fabricating space-filling hard electronics (cables, sensors,
actuators), including the piano, Greek cross, and Vicsek
designs. The function of different fractal constructs is also
determined [42]. Fractal geometries play a significant role in
determining the final stretchability performance.

Fig. 6. Representative fractal-inspired layouts for hard–soft materials
integration [43]
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III.

APPLICATIONS

A. Soft robotics and stretchable electronics
Through the development of soft-robotics by Whitesides et
al, we can observe major innovations as well as their practical
usage in robotic arms and other organs [44]. While interacting
with humans and handling fragile objects soft robots show
advantages over hard counterparts. Stretchable electronic
devices are vital for the sensing and actuation of soft robots,
transforming the interaction between humans and machines.
B. Wearable
Fitbit introduced the first mainstream electronic health
tracker, establishing itself as a major player alongside major
electronics giants Apple and Samsung. The same type of
products has been developed by hundreds of companies since
then, while only slightly varying in the functionalities and the
designs. The device uses miniaturized integrated circuits, but
in the end, it is not completely flexible. It is still expensive.
Overall, there is still a long way to go before truly flexible
wearable devices become mainstream [45].
C. Implantable
Similar to how pacemakers transformed the pacemaking
industry, implantable electronics would likely transform the
medical field. Implantable electronics are viewed negatively
by the general public due to long-term reliability and safety
concerns, along with genuine acceptance by medical
practitioners. Researchers currently focus on brain-machine
interfaces and nanomedicine drug delivery (which, by the
way, is not an implantable device) [46,47].
D. Healthcare
Stretchable Electronics embedded in garments can be used
to interact with the body seamlessly and collect data noninvasively on diseases or patients. Seoul National University
and MC10 (a flexible-electronics company) have developed, a
patch that can detect glucose levels in sweat and deliver the
medicine needed (insulin or metformin) on demand. A
graphene patch embedded with gold particles has sensors that
can detect temperature, pH level, glucose level, and humidity
[48]. Developers can also design soft robots that can perform
minimally invasive surgery in hospitals by integrating
stretchable electronics. Robots may be better suited to brain
surgery, because every millimeter count, and humans may
lack a very precise scope of action [49].
CONCLUSION
The purpose of this paper is to describe some of the unique
material properties, mechanisms, and applications of flexible
electronics. The flexibility, mechanical flexibility, and
durability of flexible electronics, as well as the easy and lowcost integration of the devices, make them well suited for a
wide range of applications. It is only the tip of the iceberg
when it comes to technological advances in flexible and
stretchable components, substrates, and applications. New
advances in flexible electronics are being made every day.
Researchers are developing new materials with unprecedented
form factors, as well as ways to fabricate devices in less
conventional shapes, cheaper, and easy to access. Future
electronics will be able to deliver effective and impactful
applications through materials, process technologies, and
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affordable integration strategies. From harvesting energy from
sunlight through roofs, vehicles, and generating energy using
warmth from our bodies and surroundings for consumer
electronics, wearables, and implantable bioelectronics, this
will place the field at the forefront of new products and
applications.
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